UC Not Held Responsible for Runaway Co-ed

A 50,000 $ bond against UC by the father of a co-ed co-ed was denied by the Appellate District Court of Appeals in Los Angeles. The Court upheld earlier decision in favor of UC, the University of California, at the Court of Civil Appeals.

Ruling that the father, then 17 years old, was convicted of 21 years old for murder, while date, driver, and hotel room, in Los Angeles. The family of his wife, Elizabeth, left UC on January 14, 1971, without any notice or complaint.

The ruling has stated that UC is not held in any way to be responsible for the actions of its students or faculty.

The Cincinnati Recycling Center, located on the corner of Elm and Fifth Streets, is closed due to a shortage of space.

The property is part of the 20 acres on the site of the old recycling center. The center is closed because of a lack of space for new materials.

The Recycling Center was closed due to a shortage of space. The center is now located in the old building at the corner of Elm and Fifth Streets.
Radio-TV Major Now Campus Policewoman

Deborah Eames

1. Introduction

If you say "Help! Police!" you're not always reassuring an interesting, pretty girl answer your call with, "I'm Lou Shelley, campus police; can I help you?"

Mrs. Lou Shelley has been a full-time policewoman on campus since June 1959. She has had an exciting and quite unique life since she became a policewoman for the Cincinnati Police Department, January 1956.

"Most people are surprised I'm a policewoman. After my graduation from CCM with a radio and television degree, I felt that I couldn't sit in a little room, file or do a day's work. So I saw the advertisement in the paper that applicants were wanted to train to become policewomen. I thought that it might be the answer to my problem," Mrs. Shelley said.

To become a policewoman, Mrs. Shelley went through many stages (including psychological tests, interviews, and background checks) after all this had been accomplished, she went through 16 weeks of training in such things as police work, interviewing, and background and investigative work.

In addition, a police academy proposal was submitted to the Graduate Council and the Graduate Faculty approved the request for departmental decisions on the PE8 program requirement.
**Bennis on Panel To Study Alternative Grad Studies**

by Tom Sandman

Staff Reporter

President Warren G. Bennis has become a member of a 12-man panel to study and suggest classroom improvements which American graduate administration can make for the future.

The Panel on Alternate Approaches to Administration was formed by the recommendations exclusively for a graduate program. Its members include professional schools such as law, medical, dentistry and engineering.

The initial meeting was held Feb. 17 in Graham Hall.

The Panel was developed by the Council of Graduate Schools of the U.S.A. and the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.

The panel, lasting 18 months, recommended a number of suggestions concerning with graduate administration in the U.S. and included president's council, deans, and faculty from public and private institutions.

"One of the ideas discussed at the panel meeting," University of Cincinnati, in which Dr. Warren, one of the student works at home at his own pace, working various meals and then回到 home for study. The student would come in at the university only on a daily basis, Dr. Bennis said.

A possible application of this study would occur, according to Dr. Bennis, would be in "virtual degree" program, where there are no lectures and could earn a similar or a degree with their same classes inside the classroom.
The Role of Publisher

We find the proposal being circulated by Communications Board to be, in the main, sensible and worthwhile. It is also important to note that the proposals are not being made out of discomfort but, rather, because of the need for student government to take action in response to a campus magazine on this campus and a restructuring of Communications Board, a thorough and commendable one. We, therefore, urge initiation of a campus magazine next year, and a restructuring of the Board, a transformed and improved one. We respect Student Government’s responsibility to supervise the communications board, which serves as a buffer between a publication and its financial source, would then only be responsible for the general direction of that publication. The communications board does not feel that a publication can fulfill its professional responsibilities if it is merely a propaganda organ of student government. For what communications board argues, and we agree, is that there is an inherent conflict of interest in such an arrangement. Further, if we are to have a student newspaper, it must be run by students, not by the communications board. This role, publisher, logically, leads Student Government, as has periodically happened, into going beyond mere advice and comment on the administration of the Board.

For what Communications Board argues, and we agree, is that there is an inherent conflict of interest in such an arrangement. Further, if we are to have a student newspaper, it must be run by students, not by the communications board. This role, publisher, logically, leads Student Government, as has periodically happened, into going beyond mere advice and comment on the administration of the Board.

The Academic Shopping Center

Pursue the Question

Concerning the legal opinion Peter Thomas, University legal officer, rendered to the student association, circumscription of the Board by the student association. We feel, however, that assuming the role of publisher could be more easily facilitated. Moreover, Communications Board, which serves as a buffer between a publication and its financial source, would then only be responsible for the general direction of that publication. The communications board does not feel that a publication can fulfill its professional responsibilities if it is merely a propaganda organ of student government. For what communications board argues, and we agree, is that there is an inherent conflict of interest in such an arrangement. Further, if we are to have a student newspaper, it must be run by students, not by the communications board. This role, publisher, logically, leads Student Government, as has periodically happened, into going beyond mere advice and comment on the administration of the Board.
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Cliff Robertson Proving 'Charly' Was No Fluke

by Peter Patman

Remembered Clifford Robertson? He played a whole string of intro-food commercials, as in Caleb Gable, played JFK in PT-109, looked for the bad guy in the Bible, wanted a lot of people by playing the motion of man and woman in Oscar, and then disappeared again, only to reappear in the same great-B obscurity. Right? Wrong. Emerging after a five-year spell from film with J.W. Coop, an original of the 60s, the 35-year-old today's radio circuit now playing at the Rifkin Theatre, Robertson DISSIMulates that whole time of seemingly unmade preciously files in "soup." "Happy man like a Martha's Vineyard a 21-year old model, he spouts with a care of a man who is finally purging what he wants the way he wants it. "You're confined with stereotypism," Robertson explained in answer to a query about what prompted the trip to strike out on his own with J.W. Coop. I was liberated because of a picture called Charly and I was determined not to get back on the trend."

Foulard Off the Chicago for more often since the past two line 14 years for doing ten years, Robertson decided that the only way to produce an artistically satisfying version was to do what he had done with Charly—work with his own company or as he was found existing. The idea for J.W. Coop came in a talk with a man on the latter Colorado ranch.

Properly suggesting, "Why don't you tell the story of a mad, live, working cowgirl," Robertson explained the figure at J.W. Coop, a rodeo star of Utah who told me to back it on the cord. "To me the symbols express the arms of life today," Robertson says. "Coop's a man concentrated with change. I get the idea of jail because I needed a man who had been closed off from the world. He was a man. The" Coop was written up and set away for 8 years, 9 months, and 13 days." 

"This isn't odd when cowboys and Indians old style is called to the party."

All action sequences for J.W. Coop were filmed during actual rodeos and featured the real red men. Robertson did the camera on the round grounds as he scored ahead, and after working with the cowboys "a marvelous experience."

"It wasn't at first. If you can say."

Clair Robertson

Lancaster Series Opens

by Elizabeth's Scheme

"Figures and Objects in Environments," a series of monumental-sized paintings by nationally known artist Edward Lancaster, will open Sunday at the Allen Gallery, DAA. Current gallery director and head of the department of art collections, R.L. Tweet, is excited about the scope of the show and the outstanding talent of Lancaster. "Edward Lancaster's paintings have been widely exhibited throughout the United States and have received numerous awards in competitions, group shows, and one-man exhibitions," he commented. "Many of the current paintings exhibited with a unique success, rather than to the normal posing of a major art happening on an individual appeal." 

Stiff for the Alms Gallery are 3-5, Bender through Friday. Due to spring break the gallery will be closed from March 18-25.
10th Ranked FSU Here Tomorrow

UC's basketball will try to knock off another Southern basketball powerhouse tomorrow afternoon when they host the mighty 11th-ranked Florida State University Seminoles. Although Florida State is two weeks ahead of the Bearcats in the Southeastern Louisiana, both are in the process of meeting their respective American Athletic Conference challenges.

To the Bearcats, however, the Seminoles are a tough opponent. Florida State is coming off of a 9-6 loss to the University of Massachusetts, but has rebounded with two straight wins over the University of Tennessee and the University of Kentucky. The Bearcats are coming off of a 9-7 loss to the University of Saint Joseph's.

The game, set for 1:15 p.m., is the last regular season game for the Bearcats, and another huge crowd is expected to see the action. It is also the final game for first-year Bearcat head coach Bill Haggerty who will begin a full-time teaching career at UC next fall.

It is an important game for both teams. If the Bearcats can win, they will remain in the top ten of the AP basketball polls, and will earn one of the six bids to the top six tournaments in the nation. The TVS Network, which televises the "Game of the Week," series in college sports, has designated the Bearcat-Seminoles clash as the top game for the East, Great South and Midwest.

But beating the Tribe won't be an easy task as the Seminoles are a very impressive 24-4 record (again very good opposition), are ranked 11th in the nation, and have been selected to participate in the NCAA tournament as an independent entry. The Seminoles are led by 6-4 Howard King, a Florida native and one-time "Mr. Basketball" of Kentucky, and 6-10 center Regina Royal, an important addition to the Tribe.

The girls have proved to be a quote generation success so far, and the men's team will have to be on their toes to keep up with the talented Seminoles.

Athlete of the Week

SENIOR STEVE PYLE of the UC swimming team is this week's NR Athlete of the Week. Against Western Kentucky, Pyle broke the school record in the 1000 yard freestyle with a time of 10:14.6. The following week against East Carolina he set his new record with a 10:09.7 clocking. UC won both meets, defeating WCU 75-39, and EC 84-62.

Other nominations for this week's contest were the Miami team with a 49-47 win. UC also a.m., UC's frosh, now 8-9 after losing to Dayton, Hanover, Cedarville, Miami St. Joe and Miami. The Tribe is still looking for a win in the conference.

The girls will participate in the state tournament at Cedarville College.

Get In Shape Jocks and Jockettes alike for the spring break. Bill - Keep the hell away from the pool and make sure to drink enough water.

Clifton's finest freshly made pizza... you can taste the difference... classifieds

WANTED

SPRING QUARTER

(appro belonging to this year. It is UC's first over.

The Bearcats will have to compete in the top 16 of the world, the NATIONAL BASKETBALL TEAM. The Bears have been practicing hard to prepare for the upcoming season.

They just enjoy playing the game," commented CHARLIE GOMER, assistant coach. "Despite the discouraging record we really work as a team. All the girls help each other improve and they don't have the individual competition problems we encountered in conference.

Dedication and hard work have marked the season, which began with a win over Davidson College. After losing five consecutive games to Dayton, Hanover, Cedarville, Miami St. Joe and Miami. The Tribe is still looking for a win in the conference.

The girls will participate in the state tournament at Cedarville College.

ATD AIR A * and have it delivered FREE to your door piping hot CALL 861-4466

COUSIN'S PIZZA

AND SANDWICH ARENA

VINE CORNER CALHOUN NEXT TO REFLECTIONS DELIVERY ORDERS TAKEN UNTIL 2:30 AM SAT. SUN. 2 AM FRI. SAT.

Clifton's finest freshly made pizza... you can taste the difference...